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PassivesPassives

LIGN171: Child Language Acquisition            LIGN171: Child Language Acquisition            http://ling.ucsd.edu/courses/lign171http://ling.ucsd.edu/courses/lign171

Early SyntaxEarly Syntax
As multiAs multi--word combinations emergeword combinations emerge

Children describe properties of objectsChildren describe properties of objects
Pretty cat; big truck; Lucy MommyPretty cat; big truck; Lucy Mommy

Children describe locations of objectsChildren describe locations of objects
Daddy bed; doggie gardenDaddy bed; doggie garden

Syntax and Morphology initially separateSyntax and Morphology initially separate
Lucy Mommy (syntax); LucyLucy Mommy (syntax); Lucy’’s (morphology)s (morphology)
By third year, syntax/morphology combinedBy third year, syntax/morphology combined

ThatThat’’s Lucys Lucy’’s Mommys Mommy

Mean Length of Utterance (MLU)Mean Length of Utterance (MLU)

How to quantify complexity of childrenHow to quantify complexity of children’’s speech?s speech?
MLU counts words and grammatical morphemesMLU counts words and grammatical morphemes

Between ages 2Between ages 2--4, MLU increases from about 2 4, MLU increases from about 2 
to 8 or moreto 8 or more

PassivesPassives
Syntactic Structures Syntactic Structures 
(Chomsky, 1955)(Chomsky, 1955)

active:  
The girl hits the boy

passive:
The boy is hit by the girl
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What is a passive?What is a passive?

active:  The girl hits the boy
passive: The boy is hit by the girl

Government and Binding Theory:

[the boy]i is   hit    ti   by the girl

Passives require movement, which creates a trace.  This also 
makes passive sentences more complex than active ones.

Important Aspects of PassivesImportant Aspects of Passives

Long passive: specifies agent in by-phrase
The boy is hit by the girl

Short passive: no agent is specified
The boy is hit

Short passives are very similar to 
predicate adjective constructions

N [be] Adj
The boy is tall

Passive AmbiguitiesPassive Ambiguities
Active: 

The truck hits the car

Passive: 
The car is hit by the truck

Short Passive: 
The car is being hit

Ambiguous short passive: 
The car is hit

“reversible passive”: participants can fit into 
either role:

The girl bumps the boy
The girl is bumped by the boy

“irreversible passive”: provides semantic clues:
The boy kicks the ball
*The boy is kicked by the ball

Functions of the PassiveFunctions of the Passive
Why use a passive?Why use a passive?

““we use the active or passive turn accordingly as we we use the active or passive turn accordingly as we 
shift our point of viewshift our point of view…”…” ((JespersonJesperson, 1965), 1965)

“…“…the function of passive sentences in language is the function of passive sentences in language is 
to code sentences in the context in which the nonto code sentences in the context in which the non--
agent is more topical (agent is more topical (GivonGivon, 1979), 1979)

The passive functions to move a less topical agent The passive functions to move a less topical agent 
out of subject position (Van out of subject position (Van OostenOosten, 1985), 1985)

Functions of the PassiveFunctions of the Passive

Semantic, pragmatic and discourse reasonsSemantic, pragmatic and discourse reasons
Use passive when agent deviates from Use passive when agent deviates from 
prototypical agencyprototypical agency

When agent is general (people) or the act of a When agent is general (people) or the act of a 
corporation (no specific agent)corporation (no specific agent)

Use passive when you want to leave the agent Use passive when you want to leave the agent 
vague or unspecifiedvague or unspecified

““mistakes were mademistakes were made””

Use passive to switch focus of attention to the Use passive to switch focus of attention to the 
patient (logical object), or away from the agentpatient (logical object), or away from the agent
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Get PassivesGet Passives
““getget”” can act as a passive auxiliarycan act as a passive auxiliary

He got arrestedHe got arrested

Developed from inchoative Developed from inchoative getget
He got sickHe got sick
not from causative not from causative getget ((He got himself arrestedHe got himself arrested). ). 

InchoativeInchoative, refers to a verbal, nominal or adjectival category that , refers to a verbal, nominal or adjectival category that 
describes entering into a state.describes entering into a state.

Passive Passive getget arose in cases where inchoative arose in cases where inchoative getget took an adjectival took an adjectival 
passive participle as complement and where viewpoint aspect was passive participle as complement and where viewpoint aspect was 
perfective. Perfective aspect, which yields a boundedperfective. Perfective aspect, which yields a bounded--event event 
reading, encouraged the reanalysis of the adjectival passive reading, encouraged the reanalysis of the adjectival passive 
participle as a verbal passive participle.participle as a verbal passive participle.

Similar to ambiguity between short passive and predicate Similar to ambiguity between short passive and predicate 
adjectiveadjective

Get Get vsvs BeBe

What differentiates a What differentiates a ‘‘getget’’ passive from a passive from a 
‘‘bebe’’ passive?passive?

‘‘getget’’ passives may less often be used when passives may less often be used when 
an animate agent is expressedan animate agent is expressed

What factors govern the choice between What factors govern the choice between ‘‘getget’’
and and ‘‘bebe’’??

‘‘getget’’ passives used in scenes deviating from passives used in scenes deviating from 
prototypical agency (prototypical agency (StandwellStandwell, 1981), 1981)

If there is deliberate planning, use If there is deliberate planning, use ‘‘bebe’’
For accidental events, use For accidental events, use ‘‘getget’’

1.1. George was executed by a firing squad yesterdayGeorge was executed by a firing squad yesterday
2.2. George got executed by a firing squad yesterdayGeorge got executed by a firing squad yesterday
3.3. My cat got run over by a busMy cat got run over by a bus

Use Use ‘‘getget’’ when logical object shares responsibility when logical object shares responsibility 
for action, or when logical object plays causal or for action, or when logical object plays causal or 
catalytic role (e.g., arrested)catalytic role (e.g., arrested)

Another way to deviate from prototypical agencyAnother way to deviate from prototypical agency

Use Use ‘‘getget’’
when the action is detrimental to the logical objectwhen the action is detrimental to the logical object
to express discontent on part of speakerto express discontent on part of speaker

My cache of marijuana was foundMy cache of marijuana was found
My cache of marijuana got foundMy cache of marijuana got found
Our grant was cancelledOur grant was cancelled
Our grant got cancelledOur grant got cancelled

Compare: My car got repairedCompare: My car got repaired

But, speakerBut, speaker’’s attitude may be positive or negatives attitude may be positive or negative
‘‘HappyHappy’’ events:events:

get elected, get nominated, get invitedget elected, get nominated, get invited
get fixed, get repaired, get fundedget fixed, get repaired, get funded

Development of passivesDevelopment of passives

How do children make the distinction How do children make the distinction 
between between ‘‘getget’’ and and ‘‘bebe’’??

Do they use both forms?Do they use both forms?
For different functions?For different functions?

Lots of studies of childrenLots of studies of children’’s passives passive
Several studies contrasting active / passiveSeveral studies contrasting active / passive
Few examining Few examining ‘‘getget’’ vsvs ‘‘bebe’’

BackgroundBackground
Children used more passives when patient is Children used more passives when patient is 
highlighted (e.g., picture of patient seen first)highlighted (e.g., picture of patient seen first)
Young children use more truncated passives Young children use more truncated passives 

particularly for inanimate patients, particularly for inanimate patients, stativestative verbs verbs 
(confused, tired)(confused, tired)
When use full passives, use with action verbs and When use full passives, use with action verbs and 
animate patientsanimate patients

Use active when animate agent causes change Use active when animate agent causes change 
in object; use passive when change of state in object; use passive when change of state 
affects animate patientaffects animate patient
Most research focused on Most research focused on ‘‘bebe’’ passivespassives
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““GetGet”” passives in children?passives in children?
3 prior explanations of what a child3 prior explanations of what a child’’s s ‘‘getget’’
passive is:passive is:

Transitional structure from adjective constructionsTransitional structure from adjective constructions
““childhoodchildhood”” or colloquial form of or colloquial form of ‘‘bebe’’ passivepassive
Get + pp is used to distinguish passive from activeGet + pp is used to distinguish passive from active

Do children have both Do children have both ‘‘getget’’ and and ‘‘bebe’’ passives?passives?

What distinguishes them for the child?What distinguishes them for the child?

Study 1Study 1
MethodsMethods

Examine all examples of Examine all examples of 
passive from standard diary passive from standard diary 
sourcesource

BowermanBowerman 19731973
Kept records of two daughtersKept records of two daughters’’
speech (Eva, Christy) speech (Eva, Christy) -- forms a forms a 
database for language database for language 
acquisition researchacquisition research

Excluded truncated passives Excluded truncated passives 
referring to a statereferring to a state

““it is brokenit is broken””
““the barn is lockedthe barn is locked””

Function CodingFunction Coding

Passives coded for:Passives coded for:
Choice of auxiliaryChoice of auxiliary
Full Full vsvs truncated formtruncated form
Characteristics of patient (logical object)Characteristics of patient (logical object)
Characteristics of logical subjectCharacteristics of logical subject
Semantics of verbSemantics of verb
With modal formWith modal form

Choice of auxiliaryChoice of auxiliary
3 age ranges 3 age ranges 
examinedexamined

More More ‘‘bebe’’ passives passives 
than than ‘‘getget’’ passivespassives

Pattern more Pattern more 
pronounced with agepronounced with age

Full Full vsvs truncated passivetruncated passive
Prior results suggest few full Prior results suggest few full 
passivespassives

In childrenIn children
And in adultsAnd in adults

Full passives rare in adult Full passives rare in adult 
input to childreninput to children

Full passives rareFull passives rare
More likely with More likely with ‘‘getget’’ than than ‘‘bebe’’
‘‘getget’’ vsvs ‘‘bebe’’ doesndoesn’’t influence t influence 
choice of prepositionchoice of preposition

Patient CharacteristicsPatient Characteristics
Coded for: Coded for: 

AnimacyAnimacy (inanimate (inanimate vsvs animate)animate)
Self (patient is speaker or nonSelf (patient is speaker or non--speaker)speaker)
Consequences (positive or negative)Consequences (positive or negative)

Inanimate patients more than Inanimate patients more than 
animate onesanimate ones

‘‘getget’’ passives more likely passives more likely 
than than ‘‘bebe’’ passives to have passives to have 
animate patientsanimate patients

19% of passives have 19% of passives have ‘‘selfself’’
as patient (as patient (‘‘me firstme first’’
principle?)principle?)
‘‘getget’’ for negative for negative 
consequenceconsequence
‘‘bebe’’ for neutral consequencefor neutral consequence
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Logical SubjectsLogical Subjects

Agentive vs. nonAgentive vs. non--agentiveagentive

Specific Specific vsvs general agentsgeneral agents
““I donI don’’t want to be t want to be 
splashed by yousplashed by you”” (spec)(spec)
““Hair needs to be Hair needs to be 
brushedbrushed”” ((gengen))

Do passives provide Do passives provide 
means to discuss nonmeans to discuss non--
prototypical agency?prototypical agency?

Predicts nonPredicts non--agentive or agentive or 
general subjectsgeneral subjects

‘‘getget’’ passives more nonpassives more non--agentsagents
‘‘bebe’’ passives more general agentspassives more general agents

Verb Semantics: EvaVerb Semantics: Eva
What verbs are used in What verbs are used in 
passives?passives?

Prior claims that childrenPrior claims that children’’s s 
passives limited to action passives limited to action 
verbsverbs

Are they highly transitive?Are they highly transitive?
Do they have agent and Do they have agent and 
patient argumentspatient arguments

Eva did not Eva did not passivizepassivize
mental state verbsmental state verbs
Did Did passivizepassivize highly highly 
transitive verbstransitive verbs

Verb Semantics: ChristyVerb Semantics: Christy
Same pattern as for EvaSame pattern as for Eva

Some verbs not Some verbs not 
immediately clearly immediately clearly 
transitive (punish) transitive (punish) –– may may 
be so at a more abstract be so at a more abstract 
level of affectedness level of affectedness 

Little overlap between Little overlap between 
verbs used with verbs used with ‘‘getget’’ and and 
‘‘bebe’’ passives passives 

(* indicates both)(* indicates both)

Modals and PassivesModals and Passives
Modals reduce Modals reduce 
amount of control of amount of control of 
agent over a situationagent over a situation

John throws the ballJohn throws the ball
John must throw the John must throw the 
ballball

Modals may Modals may 
downplay role of downplay role of 
agentagent

may be common in may be common in 
passives passives 

Modals express Modals express 
subjective attitude subjective attitude 
toward situationtoward situation

may be more may be more 
common in common in ‘‘getget’’
passives?passives?

‘‘bebe’’ more likely with more likely with ‘‘cancan’’ / / ‘‘gonnagonna’’
‘‘getget’’ more likely with more likely with ‘‘willwill’’ (likely negative)(likely negative)

SummarySummary

Before age 5, EnglishBefore age 5, English--speaking children speaking children 
use the passive productivelyuse the passive productively

Children primarily Children primarily passivizepassivize action verbsaction verbs

Characteristics of passive differ viz. Characteristics of passive differ viz. 
auxiliaryauxiliary

Be Be vsvs getget
Be passivesBe passives

More frequent than More frequent than ‘‘getget’’
passivespassives
Tend to be truncatedTend to be truncated
Tend to involve inanimate Tend to involve inanimate 
patientspatients
Logical subjects were Logical subjects were 
generic agentsgeneric agents
Modal forms refer to norms Modal forms refer to norms 
and conventionsand conventions

Get passivesGet passives

Typically involve animate Typically involve animate 
patientspatients
Logical subjects tend to be Logical subjects tend to be 
nonnon--agent entitiesagent entities
Self as patient more Self as patient more 
frequent in frequent in ‘‘getget’’ passivespassives
More often express an More often express an 
attitude about negative attitude about negative 
consequences than consequences than ‘‘bebe’’
passivespassives
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DiscussionDiscussion

‘‘getget’’ and and ‘‘bebe’’ reflect two distinct ways of reflect two distinct ways of 
talking about actions from a nontalking about actions from a non--agent agent 
perspectiveperspective

Be passive: agent is generic, irrelevant, or Be passive: agent is generic, irrelevant, or 
unknownunknown
Get passive: perspective taking device to Get passive: perspective taking device to 
focus on actions that have painful or negative focus on actions that have painful or negative 
outcomes (in contrast to adults, who may use outcomes (in contrast to adults, who may use 
‘‘getget’’ for positive or negative outcomesfor positive or negative outcomes’’))

Future DirectionsFuture Directions

This study based on naturalistic dataThis study based on naturalistic data

What about experimental approaches?What about experimental approaches?

What about other languages?What about other languages?


